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Dear Pascal Chauveau:
Thank you for your fine vibrant artwork submission to AMSTERDAM WHITNEY GALLERY's Curatorial Review Committee.
AMSTERDAM WHITNEY GALLERY bears my Husband's distinguished Family Name and represents the standard of excellence of his well
known New York City Name.
AMSTERDAM WHITNEY International Fine Art congratulates you on being accepted to our distinguished Family of Artists.
After carefully reviewing your artwork, Amsterdam Whitney Gallery's Curatorial Review Committee has formally selected you to participate
in our elite museum-caliber Representation Program.
Our noteworthy Curatorial Review Committee was most impressed by your superb oeuvre such as "'VOLUPTE" which resonates with a
profound visual narrative as you reveal the invisible within the visible. The spiritual artistic journey that you portray in your stellar
oeuvre was quite impressive and was a triumph of personal expression.
"CORAUX" generated a profound sense of symbolism while reflecting a universal message. We salute you on your aesthetically
absorbing oeuvre which reverberates with a dynamic textural sense and powerful visceral shapes.
We were enthralled by the emotive quality of "TECHNICIENS" which reflects your fine talent and vibrant visual intensity of colors.
Your compelling "BLUE VELVET" conveys your unique artistic vision of capturing the impalpable as you seize the essence of the
emotional and physical experience.
Our Committee salutes you on your oeuvre with its important visual narrative and its emotional link to the human and artistic experience.
We are so pleased with your marvelous art and the positive energy of your stellar compositions.
We would be delighted to showcase your art in an exciting 2015 Exhibition.
AMSTERDAM WHITNEY Gallery bears my husband's distinguished Family Name and is a premier, museum-forum curated gallery located
in the “Heart of Chelsea” the global epicenter of the art world.
AMSTERDAM WHITNEY Gallery, widely known as one of Chelsea's most distinguished museum-caliber, Contemporary Masters’ art
galleries, offers the artist outstanding credentials, prestigious reputation and famous, pre-eminent world class international name
recognition.
AMSTERDAM WHITNEY Gallery is emblematic of the highest standard of excellence, noteworthy art world status, and international
prestige.
We are deeply dedicated to the advancement of the artist's career amongst distinguished collectors, art cognoscenti, art consultants, and
international VIPs.
Our elegant gallery, known as ‘the most beautiful gallery in Chelsea, will offer you a stimulating and exciting, museum-quality environment
to dynamically and professionally promote your art.
With 44 years of the highest expertise, academic background and consummate experience in the art world, including Museums, influential
Madison Avenue Galleries and Auction Houses, I look forward to working with you in the advancement of your art career and the
attainment of your finest art credentials.
Please view AMSTERDAM WHITNEY GALLERY's web site: www.amsterdamwhitneygallery.com to view our prestigious VIP Art Collectors
and elite luminaries who attended our Gala and Glamorous Champagne Reception on October 9 th.
http://amsterdamwhitneygallery.com/opening-party-photos/2014-2/october-exhibition/
Please find attached AMSTERDAM WHITNEY Gallery's Representation Agreement Contract .
Kindly respond to the Gallery's Representation Invitation By APRIL 30 as the gallery's promotional, publicity, and exhibition programs are
arranged well in advance.
Sending you "NYC-Chelsea Greetings,"
Cordially Yours,
Ruthie Tucker, Executive Director Curator, Amsterdam Whitney Gallery, 511 West 25th Street, Chelsea, New York, NY 10001, ph: (212)
255-9050> f: (212) 255-9020,
AmsterdamWhitney@aol.com
www.AmsterdamWhitneyGallery.com
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